This theorem implies that all standard mean ergodic theorems (e.g. (2)) are applicable in the study of limits of e-' emx! A simple and quite powerful criterion for existence of the limit is given by the following. 
A linearized Boltzmann equation can under some conditions ([4] , see also [1] , [8] ) be written in the form This theorem implies that all standard mean ergodic theorems (e.g. (2) ) are applicable in the study of limits of e-' emx! A simple and quite powerful criterion for existence of the limit is given by the following. (l/n) Yk=O B e C1 for n > 1 and since C1 is weakly sequentially compact [2, ;mulian Theorem] there exists Xoe X such that part (a) of Theorem 1 is satisfied.
There are many ways of showing that the set {B"x[n >-0} is weakly sequentially compact [2] . In [3] , [5] (5) limn_ (1/n)y(T"x)=O for all xX and all yeX*.
(6) IIT"-K <1 for some integer m and some compact linear operator K.
Then there exist a (0, oo), b (0, oo) such that for every x X there exists Xo X for which rx-xo --<-Ilxll, lie-e xoll n k=O n wheneer n = 1 O.
Proof of Theorem 3 can be found in [7] and follows from the fact that T"x is actually asymptotically periodic for every x X (see also [6] 
